Types of Nouns
1. Match the nouns to their correct type.

crowd

common

pond

proper

Australia

collective

4. Which sentence has used a proper
noun correctly?

A. leeds is a large city in the
county of west yorkshire.
B. Kevin and Helena are a set
of twins in my class.
Explain your choice.
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2. Underline the proper nouns in the
sentences below.

5. Select the correct words from the word
bank to complete the sentences below.

Different periods in history are

A. At my primary school, we are
learning to speak ____________________ .

often named after the

B. On Sundays, I enjoy reading my
______________ in a relaxing bath.

monarch. For example, the
Edwardian period is named
after King Edward.

book

Magazine

French

spanish

VF

3. Complete the sentence below using two

A

6. Two children are working on collective
nouns.

common nouns.

A string of stars
twinkled in the
night sky.

Andy picked up a round
Judy

_______________________ from the sand
as he walked along the long

Xavier

_______________________.

Who has used the correct collective
noun? Explain your answer.
VF
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A galaxy of stars
twinkled in the
night sky.

Types of Nouns – Year 3

R

Types of Nouns
1. crowd – collective; pond – common; Australia – proper
2. Different periods in history are often named after the monarch. For example, the
Edwardian period is named after King Edward.
3. Various answers, for example: stone and beach
4. B is correct because Kevin and Helena are people’s names and they begin with a
capital letter.
5. A. book; B. French
6. Xavier is correct because the collective noun of stars is ‘galaxy’. The collective noun
‘string’ is used for a group of pearls; a string of pearls.
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